
TATIANA DEMARIA 

Tatiana spent the early part of her career fronting pop punk road warriors TAT and 
producing UK underground Hip Hop. Having written 2 UK charting singles by age 18 
for the band’s debut album Soho Lights,  she began writing and producing for artists, 
movie soundtracks and commercials, including writing and producing the worldwide 
theme song for 7UP. The London born artist is now stepping forward to release her 
first solo material; combining all of her production and writing influences, creating a 
deliberate, intricate blend of rock, pop, and R&B. 

 

The introduction is the upcoming EP which moves across the the spectrum; pairing 
some ruthless honesty with explosive choruses and deep, colorful production.  The 
result is a sound utterly unique in today's “anything-goes” pop landscape. 


With a track a month being release over the summer, Tatiana is leading her fans old and 
new, down the path of what is to come. A sound she describes as "a blend of synthetic 
and organic sound"—a perfect meeting point between the spirit of the more rock-
driven songs of TAT and the unique, genre-bending style she's developed over the 
years.  


DeMaria's ambitious attitude was first showcased on TAT's 2008 debut LP Soho 
Lights, and TAT would go on to tour with major artists, and do multiple Warped Tours 
following the release of Soho Ligths which  received attention on US commercial and 
specialty radio,earning her a solid position on Billboard Heatseekers Chart.

 

While writing and producing for other projects, including music for Pepsi ad campaigns 
and the soundtrack to the Universal film Blue Crush 2, DeMaria continued to hone the 
new sonic directions coming to life in her solo material.


From the teen on stage who opened for Alice Cooper and The Offspring to the woman 
whose music is rich with life and career experiences, this new EP is Tatiana at her most 
raw and vulnerable, laying out all aspects of her experience of the human 
condition while maintaining her signature, fiery vocal delivery.


“I've been hungry for something real. Lyrical honesty and more organic instruments, but 
still pushing the envelope and creating something fresh. That's what this new record is 
about for me, and watching more artists push that through excites me.”

 

Indeed, anyone who's contemplated their own sense of personal growth in this strange 
world will find plenty to relate to in these songs. 


